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Abstract

In order to understand the electrochemical behavior of a living cell at a low extracellular potassium concentration,
a model is constructed. The model involves only the ATP driven sodium–potassium pump, and the sodium and
potassium channels. Predictions of the model fit the N-shape of the current–voltage characteristic at low extracellular
potassium. The model can, furthermore, quantitatively account for the experimentally observed bistability of the
membrane potential at low extracellular potassium concentration. A crucial role in the control of the transmembrane
potential appears to be played by how the permeability of the inward rectifying potassium channels depends on the
transmembrane potential and on the extracellular potassium concentration.
� 2003 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

A living cell is alive by virtue of an electro-
chemical gradient across the membrane. The inside
of a skeletal muscle cell is approximatelyy75
mV relative to the outside. In mammals the intra-
cellular potassium concentration(wK x ) is approx-q

i

imately 30 times as high as the extracellular
concentration(wK x ) (150 vs. 5 mM), whereasq

o

the intracellular concentration of sodium(wNa x )q
i

is approximately one tenth of the extracellular
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concentration(wNa x ) (14 vs. 140 mM). Theq
o

electrochemical gradient is maintained by a com-
plex system of pumps and channels. Pumps use
the energy of ATP hydrolysis to move ions against
the electrochemical gradient. The most prominent
pump is the Na,K-ATPase. This membrane protein
transports 3 Na ions to the outside and 2 Kq q

ions to the inside of the cell for every hydrolyzed
ATP. Both the concentration and the electric gra-
dients ‘want to bring’ Na to the inside of theq

cell. But Na channels are mostly closed and flowq

is thus prevented. For K the electric and theq

chemical potential have opposite directions and
almost balance each other out. The net driving
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force for K across the cell membrane is thusq

very small. A significant portion of the K chan-q

nels is open and this actually helps stabilize the
electric potential around a value where it compen-
sates for the concentration gradient of K . Inq

many types of cells the Inward Potassium Rectifier
(IRK, Katz w1x called it the anomalous rectifier)
is the most prominent K channel. This channelq

rectifies inwardly, i.e., it passes inward current
(K flow into the cell) more easily than outwardq

current. A beneficial consequence of the rectifica-
tion is that it protects the cell against fast depletion
of the intracellular potassium at more positive
potentials. It has furthermore been discovered that
the permeability of the IRK is proportional to

. This appears to be connected with aqw x1y Ky o

binding site for K on the extracellular part of theq

channelw2x. A bound potassium ion decreases the
permeability of the IRK channel.

It is not difficult to understand what happens at
low extracellular Na . Because Na channels areq q

mostly closed, the transmembrane potential at rest
is barely influenced. But because of the smaller
electrochemical gradient for sodium at low extra-
cellular Na , the action potentials have smallerq

amplitudes and longer refractory timesw3,4x. When
extracellular K gets low, the situation is moreq

complex. The flow of K across the membrane isq

relatively free and at lowwK x a hyperpolariza-q
o

tion is necessary to compensate for an increased
K -chemical gradient. But such a hyperpolariza-q

tion would lead to more leak of Na into the cell.q

The capability, on the other hand, of the Na,K-
ATPase to cycle faster to compensate for the leak,
is compromised because of the lower extracellular
potassium concentration that makes it harder to
‘pick up’ a K ion on the outside. So it may turnq

out to be impossible to maintain the necessary
hyperpolarization. In that case we get a breakdown
and a switch to a depolarized steady state in which
the potassium channels are closed. These intuitive
arguments will be made more robust and more
quantitative in a mathematical model which fol-
lows. We will see that there is a range of Kq

concentrations for which bistability occurs, i.e.,
both a hyperpolarized and a depolarized state are
possible solutions. We will, furthermore, compare

the results of model calculations with actual
experiments.

In our model and experiments we consider one
cell in a bath. Single cell experiments in a bath
with lower than physiological potassium concen-
tration mimic to some extent what is happening in
hypokalemia, i.e., a disorder in which the blood
wK x of the patient becomes too low. Because ofq

an exchange mechanism between intracellular Kq

and extracellular H , it is often associated withq

alkalosis(high blood pH). Hypokalemia can also
be a result of renal malfunction, diuretic therapy,
or increased aldosterone activity. The clinical man-
ifestations relate to neuromuscular function and
consist of decreased muscle potential, decreased
muscle contractility, and even paralysis. In extreme
cases the patient may die from paralysis of the
respiratory muscles.

2. The model

The passive ion fluxes of K and Na throughq q

the membrane depend on the electrochemical gra-
dients and on the permeabilities. Goldman derived
the constant-field flux equation for the combined
effect of a chemical and an electric potentialw5x:

Uw x w xU X e y XŽ .i o

J U sy P , (1)Ž .X XUe y1

where, in our case,X stands for either Na orq

K and wXx and wXx represent the concentrationsq
i o

of the ions inside and outside the cell, respectively.
J gives the current that flows from the outside toX

the inside. The variableU is a dimensionless
measure of the electric transmembrane potential:
UsFV yRTs38 V at 358C. F represents Fara-m m

day’s constant (9.65Ø10 Cymole, the number of4

Coulombs in a mole of ions) andV is the electricm

transmembrane potential in volts.P stands for theX

permeability of the membrane for a particular ion.
We are interested in the steady states and we
therefore do not take peculiarities of the kinetics
as time delayed activation and inactivation into
account.P is a constant number, butP has aNa K

complicated dependence onV and wK x . Theq
m o

following empirical description has been estab-
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lished for the potassium permeabilityw6–8x:

P̄Kq qw x w xP V , K , K sP qK m 0Ž .i o qw xKy o

y1V yV yVm h s= 1qe . (2)Ž .

P constitutes the permeability due to potassium0

channels other than IRKs. The IRK channels are
voltage gated and the term in parentheses describes
how the openyclosed partition follows a Boltz-
mann distribution whenV varies.V is the voltagem h

where the openyclosed distribution is fifty–fifty.
V fixes the sensitivity toV of the openycloseds m

distribution w2x. It has been foundw7x that V ish

very close to the actual equilibrium potential for
potassium, i.e. V s(RTyF) ln(wK x ywK x ).q q

h o i

However, sometimes small corrections have to be
made to fit the experimental resultsw8x. The

term describes how the permeabilityq¯ w xP y KyK o

of an open channel depends onwK x .q
o

At every catalytic cycle, the Na,K-ATPase trans-
ports 3 Na ’s from the inside to the outside andq

2 K ’s from the outside to the inside. The trans-q

membrane flux due to the pump thus depends on
wK x and wNa x with second and third orderq q

o i

Michaelis–Menten kinetics, respectively:

K y2 Na y3B E B EK Km mq Maxw xJ Na saJ 1q 1q .C F C FP PŽ .i q qw x w xK NaD G D Go i

(3)

Here J is the maximal attainable flux,K isMax Na
p m

the affinity for Na , andK is the affinity forq K
i m

K . The parametera represents the stoichiometryq
o

value of the pump and equalsy3 for the Naq

now, and 2 for the equivalent K now. The activityq

of the pump also depends onV and on them

wATPxy(wADPxwPx) ratio w9x. However, for the
range ofV that we will be looking at and withoutm

contractions, the pump activity changes relatively
little. We, furthermore, assume that thewATPxy
(wADPxwPx) ratio is buffered at a sufficiently sat-
urating level for the dependency on these
concentrations to be ignored.

For both Na and K , the change per unit ofq q

time of the intracellular concentration, i.e. the time

derivative ofwXx , can be expressed as the sum ofi

the pump flux and the channel flux:

w xd X i S
s J qJ (4)Ž .X Pdt B

B represents the cell volume andS represents the
cell’s surface area. For a long cylindrical cell with
a 17.5mm radius we haveBySs8.75 10 m. Wey6

follow a physical convention that runs contrary to
the use by most electrophysiologists and let a
positive current of cations be one that goes from
the outside to the inside. For the change inV ,m

due to such currents we have:

w xd X idV F Bms , (5)8dt C S dtm i

where F is Faraday’s constant andC is them

specific membrane capacitance. We takeqsF By
C S, whereq is now a constant that is dependentm

only on the geometry of the cell. TakingC s8.0m

10 Fycm w10x leads toqs10555 VyM, wherey6 2

M represents the concentration in moles per liter.

3. Results and discussion

In 1977 Gadsby and Cranefieldw11x did voltage
clamp experiments in Purkinje fibers(which also
contain IRK channels) at lower than physiological
wK x (1–4 mM). For a range of values ofVq

o m

they measured the current necessary to maintain
that voltage immediately after changing from the
physiological to lowwK x extracellular solution.q

o

They found two steady states, i.e. voltages that
required no current. In the resulting current–volt-
age graph this means that there are two points
where the curve crosses the voltage axis with a
positive slope resulting in a positive conductance
(dIydV )0). To connect these positive-conduc-m

tance-crossings it is necessary to have a negative
conductance crossing(dIydV -0) in between. Asm

a result one finds anN-shape curve(Fig. 1). In
agreement with the qualitative arguments that we
presented at the beginning of this report, they
found that there is indeed a hyperpolarized steady
state and a depolarized steady state. The two-
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Fig. 1. The IyV relationships predicted by the model at the
lower than physiologicalwK x s2 mM. All the other intra-q

o

and extracellular concentrations are fixed at physiological val-
ues: (wK x s125 mM, wNa x s16.7 mM, andwNa x s147q q q

i i o

mM) while the imposedV is varied. Other parameters werem

given the following values:K s1 mM, K s7 mM, andK Na
m m

J s3.1Ø10 molycm s, andV s6.5 mV.(a) The blockingMax y11 2
P s

of IRK channels by increasing concentrations of barium is
modeled by takingP s2.5Ø10 cmys, P s1.25Ø10y10 y9

Na o

cmys, s14.1Ø10 M cmys, and multiplying the value ofy9 3y2P̄K

with 1.0 (solid curve, no blocking), 0.8, 0.6 and 0.3P̄K

(dashed curves) respectively. The experimentally observed dis-
appearance of the hyperpolarized state is present in the model,
(b) The blocking of Na channels by increasing concentrationsq

of TTX is modeled by taking s10.12Ø10 M y cmys,y9 1 2P̄K

P s1.32Ø10 cmys, P s2.2Ø10 cmys and multiplyingy9 y10
o Na

the value ofP by 1.0 (solid curve, no blocking), 0.9, 0.45Na

and 0.1(dashed curves) respectively. In agreement with the
experiments on Purkinje fibers, we see that for low P only aNa

hyperpolarized steady state is left.

valuedness is lost in a medium withwK x greaterq
o

than 4 mM or lower than 1 mM, or when either
the Na or the K channels are blocked. Inq q

voltage clamp experimentsV is imposed as am

fixed and time-independent parameter. This value
of V can be entered into Eqs.(1) and (2). Them

voltage changes are sufficiently fast thatwNa xq
i

and wK x can be assumed to not change, and weq
i

thus view these intracellular concentrations as
constant parameters in time. Eqs.(1)–(5) contain
a number of parameters whose values have been
independently determined and they are listed in
the legend of Fig. 1. The expressions forJ , JNa K

and J can be evaluated and substituted intopump

Eq. (4). The sum (wNa x qwK x ) now
d q qF B i idt

represents the total current across the membrane.
Plotting the current againstV at wK x s2 mMq

m o

indeed results in the experimentally observedN-
shaped curve(Fig. 1). In Fig. 1a we see three
values ofV , that lead to a zero current. Point Hm

indicates the stable hyperpolarized positive con-
ductance, point U the unstable negative conduc-
tance and point D the stable depolarized positive
conductance. In the hyperpolarized state the IRK
channels are mostly open, whereas in the depolar-
ized state they are mostly closed. A large variety
of K channels is known(see e.g.w12x), and Pq

0

in Eq. (2) represents an approximation of the
cumulative effect of all the K channels that areq

not IRKs. An important dimensionless parameter
in the analysis isP yP , i.e. the ratio of the KqK Na

and Na permeabilities. For excitable cells likeq

skeletal and cardiac muscle cells,P yP has beenK Na

found to be approximately 100, with the IRKs
being responsible for approximately 90% of the
P w13x. We therefore takeP yP to be approxi-K 0 Na

mately 10 and set such that the variable partP̄K

of P yP (cf. Eq. (2)) comes out to be approxi-K Na

mately 85 atV sy75 mV andwK x s5.7 mM.q
m o

Gadsby and Cranefield found that adding barium,
a known blocker of K channels, leads to theq

disappearance of the hyperpolarized state and the
N-shape. When we describe the influence of bari-
um in the medium by a smaller value ofP yP ,K Na

the model predicts the lower three curves in Fig.
1a. Fig 1b shows how the model also predicts the
experimentally observed disappearance of the
depolarized steady state when TTX, a potent
blocker of some Na channels, is added to theq
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Fig. 2. The points represent the experimental results of Fig. 3. The curves are the prediction of the model. The dashed lines indicate
the jumps occurring in the hysteresis loop. The parameter values entered into the model wereP s6.6Ø10 cmys, P sy10

Na 0

3.435Ø10 cmys, s8.22Ø10 M cmys, s0.32 mM. s7 mM, J s2.41Ø10 molycm s, andV s9.68 mV. For they9 y9 1y2 K Na Max y10 2P̄ K KK m m P s

value of V we took (1y38) ln(wK x ywK x )q0.0024. The value ofV was derived from a steady state physiological situation atq q
h o i 0

wK x s5.7 mM andV s71.5 mV and found to bey1279.2 V. At different values ofwK x the V of the steady state wasq q
o m o m

calculated. WhenwK x was varied,wNa x was kept at a value such thatwK x qwNa x was constant at 0.148 M. All theseq q q q
o o o o

parameters values are chosen in a range consistent with what is reported in the literature.

Fig. 3. The result of an experiment with an individual skeletal
muscle cell. At first the concentrationwK x was decreasedq

o

from 5.7 mM in a stepwise fashion. At every point indicated
(blue diamonds) in the figure we waited for at least 4 min to
let V relax to the steady state value. When depolarizationm

occurred more time was needed and the cell was given approx-
imately 45 min. After reaching 0.76 mM the process was
reversed andwK x was increased in a stepwise fashion untilq

o

2.85 mM (pink triangles). Again we waited for at least 4 min
at every datapoint and for 45 min when repolarization occurred.
Finally, we cycledwK x in two large steps, 2.85 mM™0.76q

o

mM™5.7 mM (orange triangles), giving the cell sufficient
time after each step to relax to a new value ofV . The exper-m

iments were performed at 358C. In eight more identical exper-
iments hysteresis loops were observed with only slightly
different ‘switch points.’

medium. Blocking a fraction of the Na channelsq

means thatP decreases and thus thatP yPNa K Na

increases. The three upper curves in Fig. 1b rep-
resent the model predictions for increasingP yK

P and they do indeed describe the results of theNa

experiments of Gadsby and Cranefieldw11x. All in
all, our model is in full agreement with the
observations of Gadsby and Cranefield.

In a living cell the transmembrane voltage is
not a parameter that is imposed from the outside,
but a dynamical variable that influences the intra-
cellular concentrations and permeabilities and is,
in turn, itself also influenced by these concentra-
tions and permeabilities. Integrating Eq.(5), we
can expressV in terms ofwNa x and wK x :q q

m i i

q qw x w xV sq Na qq K yV . (6)m 0i i

At steady state, i.e. and
d qw x= Na s0idt

, and with the physiological values of
d qw xK s0idt
wK x s5.7 mM andV sy71.5 mV, we deriveq

o m

from Eq. (4) that wNa x s18.4 mM andwK x sq q
i i

102.8 mM. This givesV sy1279.2 V for the0

integration constant in Eq.(6) (so s121Z ZV yq0

mM). Physically V represents the part of the0
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transmembrane potential due to charged particles
other than Na and K . These include ions likeq q

Cl , Ca , Mg , etc. and the mostly negativelyy 2q 2q

charged macromolecules(proteins, sugars, DNA,
etc). For the situation at lowwK x we work asq

o

follows. Eq.(6) can be substituted in Eqs.(1) and
(2), and when the net currents of Na and K inq q

Eq. (4) are set equal to zero, we get algebraic
equations from which we can solve numerically
for wNa x and wK x with a simple Newtonq q

i i

scheme. From these valuesV can eventually bem

calculated via Eq.(6). The theoretical curve in
Fig. 2 was obtained by calculatingV for manym

values ofwK x .q
o

In Eq. (6) numerical values of(qwNa x qq
i

qwK x ) and V eventually differ by less thanq
i 0

0.1%. The membrane potential of approximately
100 mV is indeed the result of only amM
magnitude difference in concentration between
negative and positive ions. At first sight it may
thus seem as thoughV would be greatly affectedm

by small relative changes inwNa x , wK x andq q
i i

V . However, the steady state values and the0

bistability of V , appear remarkably robust whenm

Eqs. (1)–(6) are solved forwNa x and wK x atq q
i i

different values of in the physiologicalZ ZV yq0

range of 100–140 mM.
We experimentally measured the potential across

the membrane on superficial cells of the lumbrical
muscle of the mouse. The cells were impaled with
fine tipped micro electrodes in a normal control
medium w14,15x. We changedwK x and waitedq

o

until V relaxed to a new steady state value. Afterm

this value was recorded,wK x was changed again.q
i

The change to a medium with a differentwK x isq

too slow to induce an action potential that may
ultimately drive the cell to another steady state.
Generally, after changingwK x , the relaxation toq

o

a new V was straightforward and a matter ofm

minutes. Fig. 3 shows the result of an experiment
with one cell.wK x was decreased in a stepwiseq

o

fashion from the physiological 5.7 mM down to
0.76 mM. SubsequentlywK x was increased,q

o

decreased, and then increased again to 5.7 mM. In
the region between 1.5 and 3.5 mM there is an
obvious bistability and, in the course of the exper-
iment, we appear to cycle through a hysteresis
loop. The experiment was repeated nine times with

identical type cells. Whenever a good seal around
the electrode was established, the same bistability
was found between the same values ofwK x . Theq

o

experiment of Fig. 3 was selected for modeling,
because it was the most ‘stable’ one, i.e. in this
experiment the final point(wK x , V ) coincidedq

o m

most closely with the initial point from before the
system was moved through the hysteresis loop.
However, also in other successful experimentsVm

was found never to vary more than 5% between
the initial and final point of the entire experiment.

Fig. 2 shows the data points from the experiment
in Fig. 3 together with the curves that result from
the theoretical model. Parameters for the model
were chosen in a range consistent with what has
been reported in the literature. The upper stable
branch represents the depolarized solution in which
the IRK channels are largely closed. The lower
branch represents the hyperpolarized solution. For
the hyperpolarized solution the potassium perme-
ability P is approximately 25 times as large asK

for the depolarized solution. The dynamically
unstable segment that connects the two curves was
not drawn. WhenwK x is in the bistable region,q

o

it depends on the history whether the system will
be on the hyperpolarized or on the depolarized
branch.

In heart cells hysteresis has been observed in
voltage clamp experiments by Gadsby and Crane-
field w11x. These authors, furthermore, made men-
tion of the bistability. Data obtained by Brismar
and Collins w16x on glial cells point in a similar
direction.

It is well known that also for chloride the
transmembrane electric potential is more or less
balanced out by the chemical potentialw2x. At rest
a significant fraction of the chloride channels is
open and, as with potassium, this contributes to
the stabilization of the membrane potential. A
more complete and quantitatively accurate descrip-
tion should thus involve chloride as well as many
more types of pumps, transporters and channels. It
is nevertheless remarkable that a simple model,
involving only the Na,K-ATPase, Na channels,q

and K channels, can account for the steady statesq

of the living cell. We have presented a model in
which we included the empirically observedVm

and wK x dependence of the permeability of theq
o
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IRK. The model explains the electrophysiological
behavior of the cell at lowwK x , i.e. the bistabilityq

o

of the membrane potential. The experiments and
the model, furthermore, show that the membrane
potential and the fluxes and permeabilities are
interdependent in a non-trivial way and the effect
of a pharmacological agent on one component of
the model can easily be misinterpreted and taken
as an effect on another component.
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